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1

INTRODUCTION

Smartphones equipped with navigation software are commonly used by pedestrians to navigate unfamiliar places.
Although such systems serve a real user need, previous work has shown that this form of passive assistance offered by
smartphones, does not help users memorize journeys or become familiar with the environment [5, 6, 8]. Way-finding
using directive instructions (as is common in smartphone-based navigation software) can lead to lower navigational
skills, and reduced spatial awareness [3]. These effects can have significant impact in peoples’ cognitive abilities. Indeed,
studies on taxi drivers [8] have shown that enhanced navigation skills are positively correlated with increased activity
and gray matter in the hippocampus in people’s brain. As a result, reduced navigational skills can contribute to cognitive
decline during normal aging [6].
Considering the potentially negative impact of traditional smartphone navigation in cognitive abilities, in this work
we aim to explore how pedestrian navigation systems can be used to help users memorise a route, and enable them to
navigate without the need for navigation systems. In this short paper we report on the design, methodology, and early
results of a user study focusing on mobile pedestrian navigation systems and their effects in journey memorisation.
In this study we aim to investigate and compare the effects of smartphone-based navigation, against AR (augmented
reality) glasses based navigation.
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Fig. 1. Mobile Phone Application displaying the instruction:
"Turn Left after the Phone Booth in 20 meters"

Fig. 2. AR Glasses Application displaying the instruction: "Turn
Right when you see the Bus Stop in 30 meters"

Map-based automated navigation assistance can have a negative effect on spatial transformation abilities, especially
with respect to changes in perspective, and environmental learning [14]. Indeed, studies have shown that navigation
learning involve only visuo-spatial (and not verbal) abilities [9]. This explains why automated navigation system that
don’t expand the user’s visuo-spatial skills, lead to degradation in spatial knowledge acquisition [12].
In the context of navigation to facilitate learning, landmark-based navigation systems can help improve the user’s
knowledge of the environment during way-finding tasks [16]. Landmarks, are salient entities in the environment, and
they can help improve the user’s survey knowledge during the way-finding task. Previous work has shown that the
representation of knowledge about a specific location, goes progressively from knowing landmarks, then paths, and
finally to a global survey knowledge [11]. Motivated by these findings, our aim is to study the effects of landmark-based
navigation systems, deployed on smartphones or AR glasses, in helping users learn how to navigate the environment.
2

RELATED WORK

A limited number of studies have investigated the spatial knowledge acquisition in pedestrian navigation, comparing
different interaction modalities or devices. In [4] the authors explored the effects of smartphone map-based navigation,
through different interaction modes: visual map, voice or augmented reality (through the smartphone). They found
no significant difference on spatial knowledge acquisition. Unfortunately, that work did not explore the effects of
landmark-based navigation, while focusing only on the use of smartphones as interaction devices. A similar study [13],
comparing the use of digital maps, voice, and augmented reality interfaces for navigation assistance, found that AR
was less effective in users navigation. That work focused only on the effectiveness of the technology itself and not the
effects on spatial knowledge acquisition.
These early attempts in exploring the effects of technology assisted navigation in spatial knowledge acquisition
have not so far produced results that can lead to practical advise. To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies
that explore the differences in spatial knowledge acquisition using AR glasses and smartphones, through the use of a
landmark-based navigation system.

3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Although map-based smartphone navigation is the most common method for assistive pedestrian navigation, it does
have negative effects in spatial knowledge acquisition. In this work, our aim is to investigate assistive navigation
technologies, that have the best potential to enhance knowledge acquisition. Specifically, we aim to study systems
that rely on landmarks as a navigation technique, as prior work has indicated that landmark-based navigation can
facilitate better path memorisation, and survey knowledge [10, 16]. Furthermore, as prior work has highlighted the
value of visuo-spatial engagement of the user with the environment during navigation [9], our aim is to investigate
the effects of AR glasses as devices for assistive navigation. Previous work has explored AR only through traditional
smartphones. We believe that the latest generation of AR glasses, offer a radically different experience for the user,
which can potentially affect their experience with a navigation system. Therefore one of the main objectives of this
study is to explore the differences between smartphone and AR glasses in terms of navigator’s engagement with the
environment (recognizing and memorizing landmarks, and travelling efficiently) and how this could affect the spatial
knowledge acquisition.
More specifically, in order to design this study we formulate the following hypotheses that we intend to test:
(1) When using navigation technologies, AR Glasses based navigation is more efficient in helping recognize
landmarks compared to Smartphone based navigation.
(2) People tend to navigate less efficiently (travel duration, number of errors, number of stops and duration) using
Smartphones compared to AR Glasses.
(3) After using navigation technologies, AR Glasses’ experience supports landmark memorisation more effectively
than Smartphones.
We note that our work focuses solely on the study of landmark-based navigation, through different mobile devices.
Indeed, we do not consider 2D map-based navigation in this work, as such traditional navigation system have been
extensively studied in the past [5, 6, 8, 14], and shown to offer poor results in terms of landmark recognition and path
memorisation.
4

METHODOLOGY

We conducted an experiment to investigate how technology assisted navigation can affect the memorisation of landmarks
and recalling navigation paths after a period of time. Specifically, the experiment was split into two phases (Figure 3):
during the first phase participants were involved in navigating an unfamiliar location using relevant technology (either
smartphones or AR glasses). After 1 week participants were invited back and were asked to perform appropriate
memory tests, and navigate the same path without any navigation assistive technology.
During the study a range of metrics were collected to help us address the research questions. Details on the collected
datasets are discussed in a following section.
4.1

Path Definition and Landmark selection

The selection of the location for conducting the experiment can have a significant effect on the results. Our objective
was to select a path that was in an area that is not visited often by people (to make participant recruitment easier),
does not involve extraordinary, or very distinctive landmarks (in order to be able to observe variations in landmark
memorisation), and there is some level of challenge navigating the path without technology. Following informal
surveys of the authors’ social network we identified a residential area, primarily occupied by university students, in a

Fig. 3. Activity diagram of the protocol

Fig. 4. Footpath between the residential buildings of the study
area.

Fig. 5. Main Road inside the residential area

small British town. The location is away from popular walking routes, consists of multiple, similar looking residential
buildings, and is commonly described as “difficult to navigate” (see Figures 4 and 5).
In order to define the path and landmarks for navigation in the experiment, we relied on local residents. We performed
a survey asking 12 local residents (6 females) to fill a questionnaire to help us define the navigation path. Questions
that were asked included: "A person new to this area is asking you for guidance; what landmarks would you use to
guide them?", "Please suggest a path between location A (departure) and B (destination) and highlight what landmarks
you would use for guidance" (used for multiple A-B combinations).
This survey allowed us to use local knowledge in selecting a path, and defining landmarks that would make sense for
a pedestrian in that area. The categories of landmarks identified by local residents are illustrated in Figure 6. Combining
this information, and the suggested navigation advise by local residents, we defined the path within that area, and the
relevant landmarks for navigation (Figure 7).
4.2

Navigation App

Using this information as input, we constructed a navigation mobile app that relied on landmarks to assist users finding
their way through a predefined path. The application uses GPS tracking to detect the current location of the user, and

Fig. 6. Highlighted landmarks in the targeted residential area.
Fig. 7. Selected Path

shows appropriate navigation advise (cf. Figure 1 & 2 ) when the user approaches a "decision point" (Figure 8). The app
was designed to offer the same type of functionality and similar visual clues on both smartphones and AR glasses.
The design of the app is driven by prior research in the areas of cognitive mapping, wayfinding and route instructions
design [7, 17, 18]. Navigation routes are often explained as a sequence of turns or changes in direction during decision
points, over a navigation path. The navigation app that was developed for this study, involves the delivery of precision
textual guidance with an orientation indicator, which is triggered when the user approaches decision points. The aim
is to reduce the cognitive load that is required for the user to engage with the app, and allow them to focus more
on their surroundings, and give them the opportunity to build their own perception of the environment. Landmarks
are included into the guidance instructions to give most relevant information. Further design recommendations were
considered while designing the AR glasses application. For instance, the display colour was selected to be green [2],
and information was positioned at the bottom center of the in-glass screen, to support the highest comprehension [15]
and to ensure a clear view of the walking path.
For the purposes of this study, the navigation app involved the manual construction of navigation paths that offered
navigation advise using landmarks. As described in the previous section, both the paths and landmarks were identified
through surveys of local people. That information was then encoded into the app as a connected graph of decision
points, where the user is expected to decide when they should change their direction. The app offered relevant prompts,
with references to local landmarks, visible at each decision point. Figure 9 illustrates a sequence of instructions displayed
on the AR glasses when the user is approaching a decision point. The described process is the same on the smartphone.
When the user is within a short distance of a decision point, the system displays an instruction highlighting the selected
landmark for the decision point (cf. number (3)). Through GPS tracking, the system updates the targeted decision point
with the next point, after confirming that the user took the correct decision.
4.3

Data capture

As described in the protocol, each participant was asked to walk through the same path twice. Once, using a navigation
assistive app (either through a smartphone or through AR glasses), and after 1 week, without any technology. The study
involved the collection of a number of datasets that would help us address the defined research questions.

Fig. 8. Decision Point illustrating a landmark (Bar)

Fig. 9. Sequence of instructions displayed when the user is
approaching a decision point.

4.3.1 Quantitative: GPS traces were captured during both walks. Through these we can calculate a number of

measurements including: walk duration, speed log, number of stops and stop duration, errors in navigation (following
the wrong path). Moreover, each participant was asked to complete the SUS [1] questionnaire before and after using
the navigation technology, in order to capture their subjective assessment of the technology. This metric could help
us explore correlations between the participants’ perception of the technology, and the effects in spatial knowledge
acquisition.
4.3.2 Qualitative: The Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Scale (SBSDS) survey offers an indication on the inherent

sense of direction of each participant. The SBSDS questionnaire is used to evaluate the spatial abilities of the participants.
Based on these results, participants were allocated to the two groups to ensure a balanced representation of abilities.
During the walking tasks participants were asked to “think aloud”, describing what they are doing, and commenting on
the identification of landmarks, and possible hesitation during their walk. A key dataset in this experiment involve a
number of memory tests that participants were asked to perform after the first walk, and a week later before and after
they performed the walk without any technology. The aim of the memory test is to capture the participant’s recall of
landmarks, and to test their abilities in spatial transformation as an indication of spatial knowledge acquisition [14].
Specifically, participants were asked to plot their walk on a map, as way of mentally changing their perspective of the
environment (transformation), and to indicate the location and type of landmarks along the path (see Figure 10).
5

THE STUDY

The study was conducted in Autumn 2019. The study included 20 participants (10 females), age range 21-39 (median:
25.5). The participants were split into two groups: G1 group was given the smartphone version of the navigation system
to use during their first walk, and G2 group was given the AR glasses version. When splitting the groups we aimed to
keep a similar distribution of SBSDS scores for both groups. Each participant was allowed 3-4 minutes of becoming
familiar with the technology. We understand that AR glasses are a novel technology, and this can affect the perception
and interaction of the user with them. Although the familiarisation task may not be sufficient to avoid the novelty
factor completely, we believe that it would at least ensure that participants feel comfortable with them.

Fig. 10. Memory test (2nd walk)

Fig. 11. GPS log - Participant ARG9

Preliminary results collected through the study, demonstrate promising findings, which can allow us to identify
differences in users’ experience with each technology. For example, GPS traces as seen in Figure 11 can be used to
identify errors where users have accidentally followed the wrong path; speed logs (Figure 12) demonstrate times of
indecision where the participant had to stop to identify the direction they have to follow, or potentially stops they made
to help identify landmarks. We intend to combine the analysis of such quantitative data, with findings extracted from
the transcripts of voice records produced by the participants during their walks. Finally, the memory tests (Figure 10)

Fig. 12. Speed log - Participant ARG9

performed a week after the experiment, demonstrate differences in memorisation of landmarks, as well as their relative
location on the map. Such features will help us evaluate the acquisition of spatial knowledge and the comparative
difference of the effects of the two technologies.
6

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The methodology proposed in this short paper aims to compare two navigation technologies that can facilitate path
memorisation. The 3 hypotheses associated with the study are formed to test (h1) the efficiency to recognize landmarks
with the AR Glasses during the navigation compared to Smartphone,(h2) to compare the efficiency to navigate (travel
duration, number of errors, number of stops and duration), and (h3) after using navigation technologies, whether AR
Glasses offer better support for landmark and path memorisation than Smartphones. Raw data collected during the
study will be analysed as part of our future work, in order to test our research questions. The detailed description of
this protocol, aims to facilitate reproducibility of the experiment, and to extend this approach to other technologies or
interaction modalities if necessary.
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